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Faith Going Far Beyond The “Iron Curtain” 

by John Kuzmich, Jr. 

July 17, 2011 

Having ones entire paternal and maternal family history behind the “Iron Curtain,” I fully 

understand the difficulty of doing my European family history since 1969.    After the Berlin Wall fell in 

1989, I was finally optimistic that the time would eventually come when I could progress beyond the 

limitations I had faced the first 29 years of doing genealogical research under communism governments 

in Poland and Slovenia.  To counteract this limitation, I had specialized in doing American family history 

first which also resulted in determining geographical fixes and timelines for my Eastern European family 

history.  And while I was ready for a new era in doing family history in Poland and Slovenia and had 

made a productive trip to these eastern European countries in 1996 for my maternal ancestors.  But I 

also discovered that there was a paternal direct family line of descendants of my grandparents’ step-

brothers who were all ethnically cleansed from Poland to eastern Ukraine in 1947 that I knew almost 

nothing about since my grandparents had immigrated to the USA in 1898 a hundred years before.   With 

such little information and blind faith of wanting to unite the surname’s family history,  I attempted to 

find  these ancestors in Ukraine.  Since there were no published phone books and no computer records 

available in the Ukraine, my research was unproductive.  Upon contacting the mission president in the 

Ukraine in 1997, I was informed that the church could not assist me.  But I did receive a referral to an 

elderly lady in Kiev and a translator at the mission office.   

After sending my rather limited data of names and misspellings of potential villages, these ladies 

prayed about accepting my assignment of finding my ancestors after hundred years had transpired since 

their immigration to the USA.  To everybody’s surprise, the elderly lady was given a positive answer by    

receiving a spiritual visitation from an ivan Kuzmich to her prayers to accept the assignment of traveling 

nearly 400 kilometers to eastern Ukraine for 14 hours on a rather uncomfortable primitive eastern 
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European pre-World-War II train.  Ivan told the elderly lady that my relatives were very pleased with my 

efforts in doing family history.  But traveling to eastern Ukraine was also very difficult because the train 

tickets were only sold for certain days in advance, making it very difficult and inconvenient since one 

could not arrange ones departure dates at all.  But the genealogist, Mrs. Olga Roytsina, was again 

inspired by prayer when she attempted to purchase the train ticket on a certain day and to her surprise, 

she was able to book her trip without difficulty.  Thus begins a rather interesting genealogy odyssey.   

Ethnic Cleansing 

In 1945, the Polish government reacted to the cruel Russian occupation of Poland during World 

War II because it was worse than the German occupation of Poland by forcing its citizens who were of 

Russian ancestry to immigrate to Ukraine to replace Jewish people who were immigrating to Israel or 

western Ukraine to replace German soldiers. Those who left voluntarily could take everything they 

wanted to Ukraine. If not, they would be forced in 1947 to move but without any property. Therefore, 

villages like Snietnica and Stawisza, Poland which were primarily comprised of Ukrainian people became 

instant ghost towns.  My ancestors of Peter Kuzmich (born 1870), step-brother of my grandfather, 

Anthony Kuzmich (born 1880), left voluntarily in June, 1945 for eastern Ukraine of the Donetsk Region. 

Two children of Peter KUZMICH who left with their families were:  Ivan Kuzmich (born 1904 in Snietnica, 

Poland) and Maksim Petrovich Kuzmich (born 1910 in Snietnica, Poland). 

The Genealogical Trip of Trips 

My America relatives had completely lost contact with Peter's relatives long before 1945, so 

these relatives now living in Ukraine were completely lost to us and vice versa. In 1997, I was fortunate 

to find two dear Ukraine citizens in Kiev (Mrs. Lydia Lyubarets and Mrs. Olga Roytsina).  Mrs. Lyubaraets 

acted as my translator and Mrs. Roytsina agreed to search for my lost Ukraine relatives based on only 

three surnames and one incorrect death date for Ivan (John) KUZMICH.  In only three months time, Ms. 
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Roytsina traveled to eastern Ukraine and found my relatives living in Maximilianovka in Maryinka district 

near Donetsk. What was so amazing is that there are no computer records in Ukraine and no published 

phone books to aid in doing family research.  At one point she also very frustrated and went to the 

Ministry of Defense in the Donetsk Region as a last effort.  There, she demanded assistance much like 

Nitka Khrushchev did at the United Nations on October 12, 1960  by pounding his  fists on his desk in 

protest as Lorenzo Sumulong of the Phillipines continued to speak.  And to Olga’s surprise, these officials  

excused themselves and ten minutes later, she soon learned of  the location of two relatives living next 

door to each other in Maximilianovka, Maryinka district, about 30 kilometers west of Donetsk in a rather 

rural farming village. She was given only a street but no house number.   

After traveling by bus to the village and through trial and error, she found the house of my 

relatives:  Anatoly KUZMICH and Ivan KUZMICH.  But upon finding the right house, she could not enter 

the property because of fences and a typical junk-yard dog.  So she spoke to my niece for several hours 

through the fence until the father came home from work.  She then spent three days living at Anatoly's 

home and asking questions and visiting, searching of pictures, photos, new questions and so on.    

Thus our American ancestors were united with their long-lost Ukrainian relatives after 100 years 

of total isolation.  It was a moment of reflection that faith and making efforts to reunite ones family 

history can be an incredible faith-developing experience.  Three months later, my entire family traveled 

nearly 7,000 miles to meet these relatives who had no idea that they had any American ancestors living.  

And they all lived in the same rural farming village in Eastern Ukraine.  They had made arrangements for 

a car to transport us to their village from the train station when they had no automobiles of their own.  

Upon arrival to the village, some of the relatives were playing violins on the unpaved street and greeted 

us warmly.  Once inside their property, they had assembled a series of table no less than 30 feet long 

with a feast for a king as they had been cooking for three days.  At no point was the food consumed in 
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appearance because they kept refilling all of the plates as we ate which is a Ukrainian tradition.  We 

sang and spoke to each other our two interpreters and my son who had recently returned home from a 

mission in Moscow.  You can view the celebratory meeting with dancing, song and conversation and 

more at:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSoP-kncSQM&feature=player_embedde.   

But the story doesn’t end there.  The next year, we sponsored a niece from this village to come 

to the USA to study at a local community college.  Eventually, she married a staff member at the college 

and lives here in the Denver suburbs.  Never again, will our families be separated again!  Next summer, 

my wife and I are planning to visit our roots again in eastern Ukraine to record our roots with 360 

degree virtual panorama photos to post them so future generations can view their roots with the magic 

of such technology.    For maps, more family history stories videos, and more information,  go to the 

http://kuzmichgenealogy.blogspot.com. 

Uklrainian photos:  featuring relations in Maximilianovka, Ukraine at:  

http://jalbum.net/en/browse/user/album/1183532 

Addendum Not To be Included in Church News Article 

Original Genealogy Based on Olga Roytsina’s 1998 Travels to Eastern Ukriane. 

Here is what she learned.   Ivan Petrovich's family and his brothers Vladimir, Semen and Maxim, 

his sister Feodosia, all had decided to move to Ukraine voluntarily. Though they had lived in Snietnica, 

they moved from the neighboring village of Brunary on June 18, 1945. They took with them: 2 cows, a 

wagon, some potatoes, grain, flour and everything they could carry. For the property that they left in 

Poland, they received a big money compensation in 1948. First they moved to the city of Krasnogorovak 

but then they were distributed to the village of Maximilianovka. Because only one truck was given to 

take things of newcomers to the place of destination, Ivan Petrovich KUZMICH used his own wagon 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSoP-kncSQM&feature=player_embedde
http://kuzmichgenealogy.blogspot.com/
http://jalbum.net/en/browse/user/album/1183532
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yoked by cows to take their things about 40 to 45 kilometers. They were given a house and all of them 

began to work in the collective farms. They were given a better house which Ivan Petrovich bought for 

their property in 1952. Now this house is remodeled and Anatoly, Ivan's youngest son, still lives in it. He 

was born in that house on August 24, 1953. A kind of a small apartment is attached to their house. It 

belonged to Yaroslav Ivanonich. Ivan Ivanonich, Anatoly's brother, built his house on the next door site. 

Ivan Petrovich was a very kind and good person. He was a good husband and father. He loved his family 

and took care of everyone. People loved him. Anatoly tells that many people used to come to his father, 

and also their friends from Luhansk Region of Ukraine. He was very hospitable. 

 

      Ivan Petrovich worked as a stableman in a collective farm. The cows that they had were of much 

help. They had cows before 1961. Not those that they brought from Snietnica. Then after Khrushchev's 

decree all the cows were taken to collective farms. It was done so that USSR could "Reach and 

Overcome" USA in meat and milk per capita. Those who kept their cows wouldn't be allowed to work. 

His daughter, Maria Ivanovna was warned that she would be fired from her position of an accountant 

because her father, Ivan Petrovich still kept his cow. It was very hard but they did it. People were taught 

not to keep cows at home. But in 1997, they can have cows, but people do not want to do that because 

they can't take care of and because of their laziness. Ivan Petrovich died in the night of May 8-9, 1968 

because of cancer. He was suggested surgery but he refused saying he didn't want to be cut. He was 

buried at the graveyard in Maximilianovka. Now at that cemetery there are graves of six KUZMICH 

relatives. All the graves are in one line. 

1. Ivan Petrovich KUZMICH - only a picture with no information on head stone, but lived 1904 to May 9, 

1968 

2. Eva Stepanovna KUZMICH - only picture with no information, but lived 1910 to August 21, 1979 

3. Vasily Ivanovich KUZMICHI - March, 1946 to September 11, 1966 
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4. Marta Petrovna KUZMICH - 1883 to 1962 or 1965 

5. Maxim Petrovich KUZMICH - August 25, 1910 to July 28, 1984 

6. Yaroslav Ivanovich KUZMICH - August 25, 1933 to March 2, 1988 

7. Maria Ivanovna Pugach (KUZMICH) is buried at the cemetry of the neighboring village, Georgiyevka, 

but lived May 2, 1936 to April, 1993. 

      Maria Ivanovna Pugach (KUZMICH) lived in Georgiyevka after her marriage. Her daughter, Elena 

Ivanovna PUGACH and her husband, Ivan Sviridovich PUGACH live in that villege in Maria's house. 

     Ivan Petrovich grieved a lot because of his son's death, Vasily. Vasily was kicked by a motorcycle and 

he got under a car and was run over and died. 

     Maxim Petrovich was born on August 25, 1910 in Snietnica, Poland. Germans occupied Poland in 

1939. Maxim was an adult. In either 1939 or 1941 or 1942, Maxim, according to Ivan Ivanivichi's words, 

went to work in Germany voluntarily. From there he got into Austria in a village called Nurish near 

Vienna. There he met a Ukrainian girl from Sumi Region, Ukraine. Her name was Alexandra Yefimoovna 

Kulish. They fell in love. They became husband and wife without being officially married. There first 

daughter, Maria was born there on May 11, 1943. Their landlords were very good to them. Maria was 

christened for the first time in Vienna. The landlord's wife insisted on that. She was christened for the 

second time in a Russian Orthodox church in Ukraine. Before his daughter was born, Maxim had 

vacations and was able to go to Poland. His father, Peter Fedorovich KUZMICH, was alive at that time. 

And when he returned home after the war, his father was dead. Ivan Ivanovich states that Peter died in 

1943 soon after Maxim's departure back to Austria. Soon after the war, Maxim Petrovich came back 

home to Snietnica and had to move to Ukraine together with his family. Maxim brought Alexandra and 

their daughter to Maximilianovka. On October 14, 1947, their son, Nicholay, was born. Maxim Petrovich 

and Alexandra Yefimovna were officially married in May, 1954. They were a good family. They lived in 

peace and understanding. Alexandra told many good things about her husband. He was very careful 
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about her needs, very helpful, very kind and loved to work. He worked as a stableman in a collective 

farm. He loved horses and died because of a horse. Ivan Ivanovich KUZMICH was the oldest son of Ivan 

Petrovich KUZMICH. Ivan is very shortsighted from his birth. In Poland, the doctor promised that his eyes 

would be alright after the wore three pairs of special glasses. But he managed to wear only one pair of 

glasses. The war began and they stopped his treatment. His is still shortsighted and wars glasses. Now it 

is more difficult because he has a cataract. Doctors say he is not ready for surgery. As a result, he is an 

invalid. And the surgery costs a lot of money. His pension is 30 dollars a month. His wife, Anna 

Alexandrovna, has a pension of 28 dollars a month. But because of the economic difficulties, even 

pensioners do not get their pension in time. And if they are paid, they get 60%. Fortunately, they have a 

vegetable garden, a goat, and a chicken. They bake bread themselves. It is expensive to buy bread for 

them. They sell some vegetables from their garden and buy what is the most necessary. They live bad. 

He can't see well, and she can't hear well. She wears a deaf-aid wich is very bad she says. They have the 

one daughter, Olga. She was born on September 11, 1960 in Maximilianovka. She graduated from the 

institute in Bila Tserkva, Kiev Region. She is a veterinarian. But she didn't work much according to her 

profession because there people can't afford to hire here and the responsibilites for cattle are very high. 

So she decided to work as an accountant. She married Victor Dmitriyevichi Chernikov. He is a driver. 

They went to work according to the institute distribution to the village of Charivne, Kirovograd Region. 

They have two daughters, Elena (born July 2, 1984) and Natalia (born July 5, 1988). She comes once a 

year to visit parents in Maximilianovka. Ivan Ivanovich worked as a cattle-farm worker. He can't carry 

heavy things because of his shortsightness. But he had to. To feed cattle, he had to carry food which is 

very heavy. Then he had some other jobs. Then he was prohibited to work and he was given a category 

of invalid. 

     His brother, Anatoly Kuzmich, lives next to him. His family consists of his wife Natalia, and two 

daughters: Tatiana and Margarita (Rita). Tatiana graduated from a secondary school with a gold medal. 
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She wanted to study foreign languages but she failed the entrance exams for the University of Foreign 

Languages. Anatoly was told to pay a bribe of $3,000. After consideration, Antoly decided that he cannot 

pay so much money. He decided that she would enter the institute of light industry to study 

management. Both girls are very good. They are very close to one another and all of them love to work. 

Each of them have their own responsibilities in the house and in the garden. They have a very big garden 

with fruit trees and vegetables. It is very helpful because they can have a food supply. They also have 

ducks, pigs, geese, chickens and bees. They bake bread as most of the people in the villages do. They 

work in the former collective farm which is now called a cooperative farm. Anatolyi's wife, Natalia, 

works at a pig farm. Anatoly also works as a bee-master. He keeps his own bees with the farm bees. So 

they supplied with honey. Anatoly is a very good master. He can do nearly anything. He is a helicopter 

mechanic. While serving in the army, he was an airplane mechanic. When he came back from the army, 

he worked as an agricultural machine mechanic on the collective farm. Then he studied at the school of 

welders. Then he was a collective farm storage keeper. The last two years, he also works as a bee-

master. He made most of his home equipment himself. He has a steam boiler for heating. He can do 

many things. That is why he is wealthier than his brother, Ivan Ivanovichi. He spent all of his life in this 

village of Maximilianovka with the exception of two years in the army where he served in the Far East.  

     Ivan Invanovich remembers Snietnica and his life there. He was 15 when he and his family left Poland. 

He remembers very well that they had a big farm, a mill, fields, a forest, pastures and more. When his 

family moved to Ukraine, they left eleven hectares of land. Six of those eleven hectares were used to 

grow grains. Before 1932, all the family including Peter Fedorovich's family lived in a large old house. In 

1932, they built an outhouse. The total size was 510 square meters. It was built of wood with a tiled 

roof. In 1924-25, some storages were built in the yard. In 1934, they built a mill. Everything was new and 

firm. They had horses. But Germans took them during the war. Two of the cows were brought to 
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Ukraine. And a cart. Even Anatoly remembers that cart. It stood in the yard for a long time. In Snietnica, 

there were two churches: Greek Catholic and Russian Orthodox. Kuzmich's are Ukrainians by nationality. 


